
HOW TO SLAY 
YOUR SERVICE 
PACKAGE  



I’ve been reading magazines a 
long time. Here’s what they’ve 
taught me:  

Don’t condition your 
roots  
 
Where to buy pins in 
Brooklyn  
 
The weirdest bars in 
Tokyo  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Service packages stay with you…yes, i talk about narrative stories i read all the time, but what do you clip out and keep? What affects your everyday life or how you move about the world? Service packaging is practical reporting.



But first...  
Who am I?  

Stacey McLachlan, 
Executive Editor of Vancouver 
Magazine and  Western Living 
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4  
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What is  a  
Service Package?  

Uhhh…. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A playbook, instructive, 



City/regional magazines in 
particular have a long history  
of great service  
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Why do service packages 
matter?  

○ Provide practical, applicable information 
that can directly impact someone’s life  
 

○ Position mag as authority  
 

○ Tie the magazine to the city/community  
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Ultimately, a service package is 
about the magazine itself. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While a profile or narrative story is about someone or something, a service story is essentially about you. Who are you? What is your voice, approachable friendly advice? This is your opportunity to build your brand identity as: helpful, reliable. Beyond the voice of the writer.



EXAMPLES 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell us all about the new hudson yards project but also about the magazine’s perspective on it through visuals/language
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tells us that BA values simplicity, down-to-earth meals, no snobbiness here; modern, unstuffy
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What makes a 
service package 
great or meh?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve all seen options that draw us in and ones we flip past
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NOT GREAT 



DENSE 
18 



REFERENCE/KEEP SAKE 
19 



INSP IRATIONAL/ASP IRATIONAL 
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10 Ways to Keep 
That Service 
Package Fresh, 
Easy and Fun  



Start early! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So many moving parts, a logistical nightmare. 
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The Planning Process  

One Year Out  

 

Annual planning 
session, set out core 
ideas for the year  

Six Months Out  

 

Brainstorm with staff 
about the specifics of 
the package, reach out 
to contributors for 
additional ideas within 
framework  

 

Round table discussion 
+ google doc  

Two Months Out  

 

Outline to art, 
assignments handed 
out  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We brainstorm at the beginning of the year, fill in details a few months out, reach out to contribs, use google docs as brainstorming tools



Provide multiple 
access points 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rich and juicy, multiple places to dive in. length, form.
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Incorporate  
other voices 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
we want insiders, not necessarily experts.ly expert
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Variety is key! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brainstorm as a group, ask diverse sources to pitch in. engage “ambassadors.
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Work closely (and 
early) with art  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Art director



31 



Collaborate  
with Sales 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
More interest in your story means more pages, so play nice! Ideally topics you can come back to again and again, flagship. Bonus: can you make it awards/competition/paid entry fee?
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When in doubt… 
reverse engineer 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe a nice way of saying stealing?



35 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A nice way of saying “copy” but whatev, it works!



Anchor the snack-size 
components with 
something hearty 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What ties it all together? Is there a larger narrative this can hang off of? Like composing a painting: what is the focal point?
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Engage ambassadors 
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39 



Delight and surprise 

40  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think there should be a positivity to a service package: something aspirataional almost?
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Let’s talk budget  



Can your service 
package make $$$$ ? 

If so...can editorial have some?  
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NO MONEY, NO PROBLEMS  

○ Try out newer writers (low risk!)  
○ Tap into in -house talent (low -stress 

formats)  
○ Bundle assignments  
○ Alternative contributors like pollsters  
○ Flexibility with art style  
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Ultimately...  

The best service package  
is one you would want to  
read and keep.  
 
Trust your gut!  
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THANKS!  
Any questions?  

smclachlan@canadawide.com  
 
@stacey_mclachlan 
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